DEMAND THAT JOE HILL’S LIFE BE SPARED!

I. W. W. Must Accept Responsibility of Demanding Pardon or Commutation, Which Hill Himself Refuses.

(Telegram to Solidarity)
Salt Lake, Utah, Sept. 18.

Application denied Hillstrom, a Swedish subject. Appeal to all Swedish people to protest to president Swedish consuls everywhere. Hillstrom addressed Board in his own behalf, saying, “The cause I stand for means more than any human life, much more than mine.”

ED. ROWAN.

(Telegram to Solidarity)
Salt Lake, Utah, Sept. 19.

Clemency denied to Joe Hill. Declares his innocence and says: “I don’t want a commutation; if you can’t give me a new trial that is all there is to it. I don’t want the humiliation of a pardon or commutation. What I want is an acquittal.”

DEFENSE COMMITTEE.